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Karmel confident
on amalgamation
The Executive Chairman of the
Canberra Institute of the Arts
(CITA), Emeritus Professor Peter
Karmel says he is confident that
the ANU and CITA will formally
amalgamate on 1 January next
year.
Professor Karmel said there did not
appear to be any major impediments to
amalgamation
and
the
Federal
Government had already begun drafting
necessary amendments to legislation to
allow it to go ahead.
The amalgamation was first mooted in
1988
when
the
Minister
for
Employment, Education and Training,
Mr John Dawkins, proposed the
amalgamation of the ANU, the Canberra
College of Advanced Education and
CITA.

Chancellor resigns
The Chancellor, Sir Gordon
Jackson,
has
resigned
the
Chancellorship on the grounds of
ill health. His resignation will
take effect from today.
The Pro-Chancellor, Sir Geoffrey
Yeehd, told today's meeting of Council
that it was a matter of great regret that
Sir Gordon's term had been cut short
by serious illness.
'Sir Gordon has given unstintingly of
his time, and we have all benefitted
from his wise and patient guidance as
Chancellor, and especially as Chairman
of Council, through a difficult period in
the University's history. I am sure
Council will wish me to write to Sir
Gordon, expressing our deepest appreciation of his contribution to the work
of the University,' Sir Geoffrey said.
Sir Gordon Jackson was appointed
Pro-Chancellor in January 1987,
succeeding Sir Rutherford Robertson
In November of that year, he was appointed Chancellor, following the
death of Sir Richard Blackburn.
A committee of Council will advise
on the appointment of a Chancellor.

libraries. CITA facilities would also be
available to ANU staff and students.
CITA students might also take some
University subjects and ANU students
could do some work at CITA.
Professor Karmel said a newly constituted Board of the Institute of the Arts
would be responsible to the University
council for all matters, but for those dealing with degree and diploma courses, it
would be responsible to the Council
tiirough the Board of the Faculties.
He said the Board would include
representation from staff and students of
the two schools, the ANU, art and music
professionals and the wider community.
There was general support within
CITA for amalgamation, although some
members of staff would have preferred
CITA to remain a small independent institution.
^However, there was recognition that
there are very few remaining small institutions, and with Federal funding going
increasingly to the bigger institutions,
amalgamation was the best option,'
Professor Karmel said.
*CITA*s criteria for the appointment
and promotion of staff and ^ e admission of students are possible difficulties.
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Duffield endowment
for Observatory

'CITA puts emphasis on employing
staff who are proven performers,
whether in music or art. We admit
students who have demonstrable talent
in their field, with somewhat less
emphasis
on
formal
academic
qualifications.

Professor Karmel

The amalgamation between the ANU
and the CCAE did not eventuate, but
moves towards the amalgamation of the
University and CITA have progressed
well.

There has been a fear - I believe unwarranted - that the University might
not recognise these differences.
However, the structure, membership
and functions of the proposed 17member board will ensure that problems
are minimised,* Professor Karmel said.
The Institute receives Federal funding
for activities which result in the conferral
of degrees, and die ACT administration
gives funding for activities that benefit
the local community.

Professor Karmel told ANU Reporter
that given the ANU's national and international reputation, association with the
University would be valuable to CITA,
which itself placed emphasis on its international and national, as well as its local,
roles.

Professor Karmel said he did not expect to be a member of the Board of the
Institute of the Arts.

The two institutions were also compatible as both were on the same site and
CITA staff and students would benefit
from the range of services available at
the ANU, like the health and counselling
services, the Buildings and Grounds division, and the collaboration between the

He would continue as Chairman of the
Australian National Council on AIDS,
Chairman of the Australian Institute of
Health, President of the Australian
Council for Educational Research, and
President of the Academy of the Social
Sciences in Australia. - Peter Cotton

Most favour old crest
An opinion survey o f ANU staff and
students has f o u n d that most favour
retention
of
the
University's
original crest.
There was also support for the
retention of the Latin motto at the
bottom of the crest: *Naturam Primum
Cognoscere Rerum' - *First to know the
nature of things'.
A representative committee also
supported retention and has asked some

graphic designers to submit designs for a
crest based on the original, but
incorporating some modifications.
The committee has asked the designers to examine the colour contrast on the
crest, the proportion of height to width,
and the configuration of the scroll.
A designer will also be asked to
develop a style guide for the visual
presentation of the ANU.

Professor Alex Rodgers, (left), Miss Joan Duffieldy and the Vice Chancellory
Professor Laurie Nichol, at the presentation

Miss Joan Duffield, the daughter of
the
first
director
of
the
Commonwealth Solar Observatory,
has endowed the Mount Stromlo
and Siding Spring Observatories
with a gift of $320,000.

Duffield carried on an extensive campaign for the establishment of a major
solar physics observatory in Australia,
and this culminated in a decision by the
Bruce Cabinet which led to the establishment of the Observatory at Mount
Stromlo.

The endowment, presented by Miss
Duffield recently at a ceremony at
Mount Stromlo, will support in
perpetuity a scholarship for outstanding
Australian
graduate
students
undertaking PhD research at the
Observatories.

Miss Duffield, who now lives in
Melbourne, worked at the Observatory
from 1948 to 1952 as an assistant to
Professor Clay Allen and spent many
happy hours using the solar telescope
and counting sunspots, and also doing
computing work for Professor Allen.

Dr Walter Duffield was Director of the
Commonwealth Solar Observatory,
which subsequently became
the
Australian National University's Mount
Stromlo
and
Siding
Spring
Observatories, from 1924 to 1930. Dr

The University's Vice-Chancellor,
Professor Laurie Nichol, and the Director
of the Mount Stromlo and Siding Spring
Observatories, Professor Alex Rodgers,
took part in the celebration with Miss
Duffield to mark the occasion.
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China, Democracy, and the West
by John Girling

Comment

Can China's present leadership
overcome the contradiction between
economic modernisation and political repression?
F r o m o n e Western
perspective,
President Bush appears optimistic that a
conciliatory policy of 'business as usual'
will smooth the path to power, eventually, of liberal-minded leaders of the
younger generation.
Conversely, he also believes that effective (rather than symbolic) sanctions will
only force the present leadership to turn
inwards, thus jeopardising the prospect
of economic, as well as political, reform.
By expressing such views. Bush probably
represents the hidden consensus of
Western governments.
The contrary argument, advanced notably in the US Congress, is that China
now depends more on the West (and
Japan) than the other way round; with
the ending of the Cold War, the 'China
card' has lost its strategic rationale.
Above all, 'a decent respect to the
opinions of mankind' requires effective,
rather than rhetorical, condemnation of
abhorrent behaviour - behaviour that is
evidently a threat to 'inalienable rights'
to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
Clearly, as of now, there is no way to
prove the greater efficacy of conciliation
or sanctions in bringing about, eventually, a 'liberal' regime in China.
An alternative approach is, however, to
consider events in China in comparison
with those in Eastern Europe, where the
politics of freedom and a free market are
conjoined. In this respect, two issues are

Confrontation in Beijing
crucial: the question of legitimacy; and
the formadon of 'civil society'.
Now, the experiences of China and of
Poland, Hungary and Czechoslovakia are
reversed: for the Soviet-imposed regimes
in contrast to Yugoslavia - were illegid-

mate, while the popular regimes that
have resulted from their overthrow have
achieved and maintained legitimacy,
even as they carry through drastic, and
unpopular, programs of economic liberalisation. In China, on the contrary, the
initial legitimacy of the communist party

- through the overthrow of the
Guomindang - has by now been eroded.
The small and emerging civil society
in China - unlike the proportionately
more industrialised and urbanised countries of Eastern Europe - coexists uneasily
witii the vast peasant population: soldiers
who are the mainstay of traditional authoritarian regimes are peasants with
bayonets, as Trotsky reminds us, pointing to the failure of the 1905 revolution
in Russia. Accordingly, looking to the future: will China emulate the Eastern
Europe of 1989 - or the Russia of 1917?
Currently, the emphasis is on repression in China (while economic policy whether it is to be inward or outward
oriented - remains unsettied). That a
massacre took place in Tiananmen
Square on 3-4 June 1989 is perhaps a
matter of controversy; but there is litde
doubt that several hundred people were
killed in Beijing; and there is no doubt
tiiat the Party, the Government, and the
military in China are carrying on a systematic campaign of intimidation and
repression of democratic dissent
Ann Kent's Human Rights in the People's
Republic of China*
[discussed in the
Reporter, 25 May] documents the all-embracing way (reminiscent of Stalinism) in
which the party central committee interprets unacceptable behaviour.
Continued on page 7

• Human rights in the People's Republic of China:
National
and International
Dimensions
is

put
•ublished by the Peace Research Centre,
AN'TJ, and costs $10. The monograph is
available through the Centre, or at the
University Co-operative Bookshop.

Letters to the Editor
Call for green campus

Foresters reply to critic

Ian M. Taylor's letter headed
'Outrage over felled tree'
{ANU
Reporter 25 May) is of some concern.
We find his emotive outpouring
and failure to check facts particularly disturbing, as he writes under the name of the Centre for
The ANU, with its emphasis on social
Resource
and
Environmental
arts and biological sciences, should be at
Studies.

As a community devoted to learning, isn't it about time that the
ANU took comprehensive steps to
show that it, at least, has learnt
from a decade of ecological and
climatic revelations?
the forefront of change. Yet, as you revealed {ANU Reporter May 25), staff still
complain about waste and a lack of concern for the environment within the university.

At a time when we cannot help but be
aware of the need to conserve, preserve,
reuse and recycle, surely there is a need a responsibility - for the ANU to develop
a comprehensive policy to attack waste,
pollution, degredation and carelessness
where natural resources and the environment are concerned.
As an observer, it is clear to me that
the university is behind in its responsibility because it has failed to set in train a
process of transition towards its being an
^environmentally friendly' institute.
In order to address this problem and
impell the university towards a more responsible future, I would hope that those
in a position to do so would give priority
to establishing a core unit with the express purpose of formulating environmental and conservation policies and
thereafter overseeing their implementation and control.
F m sure that more than enough
* talent' exists among staff and students
to see the ANU step out as a leader in
environmental responsibility!

Chris Gosling

Arts Student, and Conservationist
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One of us - Dr Tanton - is a zoologist/entomologist primarily involved in
wildlife management, including pest
management, and most certainly not
trained in *ways to make the largest
number of trees horizontal in the shortest possible time'. Dr Banks is a botanist
and ecologist with strong links with
conservation and National Parks issues.
In the case of the tree outside the
Chancelry, there were only two branches
to lop from the already extremely mutilated specimen. These two branches
arose from a point near to where a major
limb had been removed previously, and
the scar covered with a metal plate. Rot
had moved in to the tree at this point.
Collapse of the tree was a distinct possibility as flexing and compression cracking of the bark on the underside of the
bole indicated recent movement, increasing its already considerable lean over the
roadway and Chancelry entrance.
Any shedding o f the remaining
branches, or collapse of the entire tree,
would take it on to the canopy outside
the Chancelry - a very real risk to people
using the access route. With the strong
westerly winds experienced in Canberra
from late July to September, this risk
could not be ignored.
Did Mr Taylor go and inspect the cut
sections that were left by the stump for a

few days by Buildings and Grounds, at
our request? A section across the point at
which the two remaining branches separated showed torsional stress cracks right
through the thinner wall of the main,
and most leaning branch, from the ,bark
to the hole inside. These were on the
western side nearest the scar covered by
the metal plate. We had suspected that
this might be the case from the compression cracking of the "bark mentioned earlier, but the presence of these cracks vindicated our recommendation that the
tree be taken down.
One does not take lightly the decision
to remove a tree in an urban location. In
a less sensitive position, not near or on a
major thoroughfare for people and vehicles, one would be happy to leave such
an old and knocked-about stag - as Mr
Taylor righdy points out, it is trees such
as these that provide homes for a range
of animals. However, one must consider
many factors, the most important in an
urban area being the risk of death or injury to people, followed by damage to
property.
Some of the palliatives mentioned by
Mr Taylor are excellent for engendering
a false sense of security: Anyone who has
seen a ^strengthening' bolt cold-drawn,
twisted and snapped by the final collapse
of a major branch weighing many tonnes
tends to be a litde cynical about the
safety of such measures. One wonders if
the University might leave such trees on
campus if Mr Taylor and others of
similar mind were prepared personally
to provide indemnity for the University
for claims against it in the event of death,
injury or damage?

M. T. Tanton, J.C.G. Banks
Department of Forestry

The best explanation
It seems to me that Mr David Elliot
is not only wrong but also unfair in
his criticism of Professor Desmond
Clark. {ANU Reporter, 11 May).
He is doing an injustice to Professor
Clark by claiming that the Professor discounts religious believers as irrational. I
fmd no trace of such a suggestion anywhere in the article. The Professor's
mention of fear as a likely explanation of
the recent resurgence of fundamental
religious belief is not an insult but a
legitimate way of explaining away
anomalies (unfavourable evidence) for
the evolutionist position. {ANU Reporter,
12 April).
Further, considering the kinds of evil
and the amounts in which they have
been present century after century in the
world, surely the rational conclusion (in
Mr Elliot's sense of * rational') is that,
morally, God can only be excused for
His tolerance of it if and only if He does
not exist.
Therefore, insofar as Mr Elliot acknowledges the fact of evil, his continued
belief in the existence of God (and creationism) requires either a blindness to
the fact that the two cannot co-exist, or a
faith which can accommodate and live
with such a realisation.
However, it is clear that evolutionists
need not live with such intellectual blind
spots or knots on their minds and, therefore, they do not require the sort of faith
creationists do. They can afford standing
beside their theory quite simply as the
currendy most plausible, contradictionfree explanation of human existence.

Charles Bake

Philosophy,
Research School of Social Sciences

J

Wage restraint
boosts jobs

Wage restraint resulting from the
Government's 1983 Accord with the
union movement has for the first
time been shown to have helped
bring about a substantial reduction
in long-term
unemployment,
according to interdisciplinary
research at the ANU.

was to decrease wage inflation by about
three percentage points per year. In
other words, if wage inflation would
have been 11 per cent, the Accord
process has cut it to about eight per cent
'In 1989, we had an unemployment
rate of 5.9 per cent, which meant 491,000
unemployed. We are suggesting that
without the wage restraint, if everything
Drs Bruce Chapman and Steve else was the same, Australia would have
Dowrick of the Centre for Economic' had 641,000 unemployed and the
Policy Research in the Resarch School of unemployment rate would have been
Social Sciences, and Dr Raja Junankar of 8.1 per cent
the Public Policy Program in The
'There is another dimension to this
Faculties have just completed complex
which
is really important and often
econometric research in which they
analysed the effect of wage restraint on ignored - long-term unemployment.
the labour market. Their results were When the unemployment rate goes up,
published this week in the discussion the proportion of people who are
paper. Perspectives
on
Australian without work for 12 months or more,
Unemployment: the Impact of Wage Setting which is how we defme long-term
unemployment, also goes up. In other
Institutions in the 1980s.
words,
long-term unemployment is
'Most people associate the Accord
with strikes and wages, but it is driven by the state of the labour market
The results suggest that if the
important to understand that the labour
unemployment rate was about 2.2
market is highly interconnected. Once
percentage points higher in 1989 than it
you change wages, you change
otherwise would have been, long-term
everything
employment,
unemployment would have been
unemployment, labour supply and longaround 86,000 more than it was.
term unemployment,'
the three
T h e framework to our modelling is
academics said, in an interview with
called insider-outsider theory. In a
ANU Reporter,
According to their report, the 1980s strongly unionised country like
stand out in Australian post-World War Australia, if the government chooses to
II economic history as the decade of incorporate the representative union
high unemployment. Unemployment body, the ACTU, in part into the policyrates have risen over the last 40 years, making process, benefits can be gained
averaging less than two per cent in the by a union decision to give weight to the
1950s and 1960s, 3.7 per cent in the 1970s outsiders in the system. The outsiders
and 7.3 per cent over the 1980s. The are the unemployed.
consistent
ratchetting
up
of
'The weight given by the union
unemployment rates since the early movement manifests itself by unionists
1970s has only been reversed to any taking lower wages than they otherwise
substantial extent in the period since would have, one goal being to increase
1983.
employment
The researchers used statistical
'We took the five different models,
results from other economists to
determine the size of the important none of which was ours, and subjected
them all to the same test and while the
connections in the labour market
T h e linkages are really about the results were not always consistent, they
nature of the Accord process and what it ' suggest that the unions accepted lower
has meant for wage changes. Basically, wage rates. This influenced inflation and
we're fairly convinced, through looking also meant more jobs.
Dr Chapman said tiiat tiie 1988-89
at five independent models o f how
wages work in the economy, that financial year was an extremely healthy
something unusual happened at the one for the labour market
dme of the institution of the Accord and,
'Employment went through the roof,
since then, over that seven-year period.
yet wages were steady, and that was a
*We think a conservative estimate of very unusual experience in Australia,' he
the Accord's effect on wage outcomes said. - Robin Edwards

Pneumonia deaths
could be reduced
Around the world about 400 chilProfessor Douglas said great success
dren die of pneumonia every hour, had been achieved in preventing pneubut many of these deaths could be monia deaths by adopting simple treatprevented by the adoption of simple ment guidelines in countries like Costa
health guidelines, according to the Rica, Sri Lanka and the State of Kerala in
India. Here, basic therapeutic care had
ANU's Professor Bob Douglas.
Professor Douglas, the Director of the
University's National Centre for
Epidemiology and Population Health
and President of the Australasian
Epidemiological Association, recently addressed the World Conference on Lung
Health in Boston on the impact of socioeconomic factors on respiratory infections in children.
He said the vast majority of deaths are
in the rural areas of developing countries
where antibiotic treatment is not available. Wherever child death rates are
high, acute respiratory infections including pneumonia, measles, whooping
cough and diphtheria constitute about
one-third of deaths. The mothers of most
of these children are illiterate and they
live in subsistence economies.
Professor Douglas, one of the first consultants to work with the World Health
Organisation (WHO) on its acute respiratory infections (ARI) control program,
said there had been dramatic falls in
deaths from pneumonia in some countries but that rates remained appallingly
high in others. The availability of antibiotics and oxygen were the two factors
which normally saved the lives of children with pneumonia. He said WHO's
task had been to simplify management
so that mothers and primary health care
workers around the globe knew when to
seek treatment
It was discovered that parents and
health professionals, when deciding
whether to seek treatment and what
kinds of treatment to give, had been
placing too much emphasis on cough
and fever, which did not discriminate between a child who had pneumonia and
one who did not. It was now widely acknowledged that the two crucial indicators for detecting pneumonia were a
child's breathing (rapid and chest indrawing) and his or her eating and
drinking pattern. It was most important
that doctors and health workers were
able to communicate this simple health
message in a direct and coherent way.

been added to a framework in which
mothers were literate, basic health services were widely accessible, attention
was paid to general nutrition and immunization, and in which women had a
degree of autonomy about issues concerning the welfare of their children.
He said it was clear that large declines
in acute respiratory infections and
pneumonia mortality were possible
without the benefit of modern medical
care, but that simple care could
markedly accelerate the fall. He told the
conference that Professor Jack Caldwell
of the ANU's Health Transition Unit, in
researching correlations between infant
mortality and social and environmental
conditions in 99 Third World countries,
had found that the strongest correlation
was with female literacy. The correlation
with availability o f physicians, nutritional
indicators and per capiu income was less
striking.
Professor Douglas said upper respiratory infections caused children in developing and developed countries alike
about seven episodes of ill health a year
if they lived in urban areas, and a litde
less than that if they lived in rural areas.
In circumstances of poverty, the infections were more likely to extend to the
lungs, producing pneumonia.
He said the high mortality from
pneumonia in children was a crushing
indictment of the health profession.
Physicians had confined their attention
to the hospital bed or consulting room
and had not looked beyond them to the
world's poor; to the social, economic and
cultural factors which inhibited mothers
from bringing their children for lifesaving care. Physicians had also 'mystified*
their craft unnecessarily, delivering complicated advice when their health message should be clear and direct. He said
it was also a crushing indictment of
medical science which had a preoccupation with hi-tech gadgetry for studying
issues of lesser importance when the
world still lacked a simple method for
concentrating and delivering oxygen to
small village hospitals.
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New perspective on drug dependence
A survey o f recreational polydrug
users in Canberra has indicated
that the greatest dangers they face
are f r o m excessive alcohol and tob a c c o c o n s u m p t i o n - something
they have in c o m m o n with many
other Australians - and n o t f r o m
AIDS, o r f r o m h e r o i n , cannabis,
amphetamines or any o f the other
illicit drugs they use.
The survey concentrated on a network of 25 people (11 female and 14
male) ranging in ages from 14 to 30. It
was carried out by ANU student Ms
Phyll Dance, for her Sociology honours
thesis and is believed by one of her supervisors, Dr Stephen Mugford, to be
die first of its kind in the world.
For Phyll Dance, who worked at The
Royal Canberra and Woden Valley
Hospitals as a nursing sister during most
of her degree, the survey also gave a jolt
to her previously held views. She no
longer holds the stereotyped opinion
that drugs turn people into junkies and
potential criminals.
T now favour th^ decriminalisation of
drugs. As long as drug-using remains a
criminal offence, it's my belief that
drugs will remain the root cause of criminal activity in Australia,* she says.
The survey showed that the 25 people
in the study had a network of supportive
friendships which extended overall to at
least 325 others - some of whom took
drugs and others who didn't. These
strong friendship ties frequently went
back many years.
Although members of the group may
have been different from drug-users
elsewhere, in that they came from predominantly middle class backgrounds,
they would be disgusted to be seen as
Yuppies, according to Phyll Dance.
Terhaps this is one of the major reasons they rarely take cocaine or ecstacy.

Some spent up to $100 a week on
drugs, others spent very litde. Alcohol
and tobacco consumption was high
among some informants.
The group represented a wide range
of occupations and ethnicity (although
the majority were Anglo-Saxon in origin) . Members had well-developed social
consciences and were worried about the
state of the world, the environment,
war, and tended to be on die Left politically. None of the group had a history of
violent crime.
HP..
.It.
Phyll Dance concluded that even
though die network had a responsible
attitude to AIDS, diere was a need for
further AIDS education, especially
among peers. She believes diere should
be a 24-hour accessible needle exchange - as well as condom centres - in order to
Ms Phyll Dance with a chart showing the social networks of drug-users in her study. remove all remaining risk of the AIDS
virus being transmitted into the drug usseen by many people as Yuppie drugs.
plexities of a network of 25 people - and
ing and, through sexual spread, into the
And they certainly don't see themselves
the factors which bound members tonon-drug using population.
as belonging to the same culture as the
gether. These included their awareness
In 1990, Phyll Dance has continued
addict or street junkie.'
of AIDS and the extent to which their
her research on drug-taking networks in
The survey, conducted between July
behaviours could be classified as risky.
Canberra - this time with an ANU PhD
and December 1989, grew out of a picscholarship in the National Centre for
She found that her informants were
ture which emerged for Phyll Dance
Epidemiology and Population Health.
very well informed about AIDS. They
during research for her honours thesis.
were not sexually promiscuous but
She told ANU Reporter diat she would
This research, which was financially
tended to be celibate or in monogamous
be going back to last year's group and
supported by the Commonwealth AIDS
relationships, and/or used condoms.
making comparisons widi odier drug-u^
Research Grants Committee (CARGC)
Although there was still needle-sharing
ing groups - those that were drug deand the Australian Institute of
among a few informants, this had overpendent and those that were not drugCriminology, was on the behaviours of
all declined in the years since AIDS first
dependent, as well as groups that were
20 recreational users of illicit drugs in
emerged. There appeared to be very litdrug-free. She expects the 'snowball* efCanberra. She said:
tie danger of primary or secondary
fect will be helping her again, with one
*By the fifth interview, I was a aware
spread of AIDS, either among members
or two members of a group contacting
that the individuals I was talking to all
of the group or to others.
others, who in turn will make further
knew each other, socialised as a group
contacts, all of whom, collectively, will
At the time of questioning, they were
regularly, and most importantly, proprovide more profiles for Phyll Dance's
using a wide range of drugs, including
vided strong emotional support for each
project
amphetamines, LSD, mushrooms,
other when needed. In short, they liked
* Although AIDS oriented,* she said
cannabis, heroin, nitrous oxide,
each other and felt secure in their rela*the
data I am collecting will be providadrenaline, anti-histamines, benzodiazationships.'
ing a lot of other information about life
pines, barbiturates, alcohol (mosdy beer
Once her thesis was written, Phyll
styles and social interaction.'
or wine) and tobacco. Cocaine and ecDance, with additional funding from
- Maureen Bamett
stasy were used very rarely.
CARGC, set about exploring the com-

m

Three choices for Kashmir
T h e t r o u b l e d I n d i a n state o f
Kashmir faced three choices - a future with India, incorporation into
Pakistan or full i n d e p e n d e n c e , acc o r d i n g to a visiting Kashmiri
academic.
Dr Man Mohini Raul, a visiting fellow in the University's Centre for
Strategic and Defence Studies, believed
*an arrangement' with India would best
serve the state. Kashmiris had little in
common ethnically with Pakistan and
she thought Kashmir could not support
itself as a fully independent state.
Dr Kaul has come to Australia as a
guest of the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade under the Scholars
Exchange Program between India and
Australia. She is a member of the School

Tegally, Kashmir is a secular state
of International Studies at the Jawaharlal
and its people are not naturally militant,'
Nehru University in New Delhi.
went to school with
In an interview with ANU Reporter^ Dr Dr Kaul said.
Moslems and have many close friends
Kaul said high youth unemployment in
within the Moslem community. We get
Kashmir and corruption among some
on very well indeed and it is tragic to see
politicians since the 1987 local election
the political and social problems which
were responsible for much of the recent
have recendy arisen.
discontent. The war in Afghanistan and
Pakistani propaganda from across the
*At the moment, there is total confuborder have also had a major influence
sion. Many people, including Moslems,
on the situation, she said.
have been Idlled. The Pandits are runThe destabilisation of Kashmir was
ning away, frightened,' she said.
also due in part to fundamental Islamic
activity and a perceived lack of sensitivy
Dr Kaul believed India would not reon the part of India, she believed.
linquish Kashmir. There is its strategic
Dr Kaul is a member of the Kashmiri
value, but there is also honour and presPandits, a Brahman sect to which a mitige at stake and other states may seek to
nority of one per cent of the population
follow suit,' Dr Kaul said.
of Kashmir belong. The majority of
— Robin Edwards
Kashmiris are Moslem.

Irish Politics Today
Professor John Murphy, a noted
historian of Irish history, will be the
guest speaker at a Convocation Dinner in
Hall at University House on Wednesday
27 June.
John Murphy, who has been Professor
of Irish History at the University College
. Cork since 1971 and an Independent
Senator in the Dail since 1973, is the author of numerous books and articles on
Ireland. Among them is Ireland in the
Twentieth Century, the final book in the
eleven-volume Gill History of Ireland
which covers Irish history from the fifth
century until the 1970s.
Dinner will be served at 6.30pm following pre-dinner drinks in the Common
Room from 6pm.
Bookings are necessary (phone 249
5211). Members of the public are welcome. Tickets ($17 for University House
members and their guests, $18 for nonmembers) may be also be purchased at
the reception office of University House
between 7am and 10pm daily.

17th Hume Conference
The History of Ideas Programme of
RSSS will host the Seventeenth Hume
Conference later this month. (June 27 Julyl).

Professor Barry Rolfe, head of the Plant Microbe Interactions Group in the University's Research School of Biological
Sciences, was interviewed by the television series, Beyond 2000, for its special program, Australia 2020, shown recently.
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The conference has been organized by
Dr. Knud Haakonssen of the History of
Ideas Programme, and Professor David
Fate Norton, of McGill University, and
currently a Visiting Fellow in the same
Programme.
The principal dieme concerns Hume's
account of moral philosophy, and
particularly the relation of individuals
and of society to moral phenomena.
For further details telephone 2495111

A desert wet and green
May 21
The twenty seven people in the
CGE tour group are eight days out of
Port Augusta when it starts to rain.
It doesn't often rain on the Birdsville
Track. When it does, the track clogs up
and is sometimes submerged.
The tiny desert settlement of Marree
is 300 kms behind them. Birdsville, their
destination, is 300 kms ahead. The rain
keeps falling. They try to radio the
Royal Flying Doctor Service in Port
Augusta - they call the Service each day
at about 8.30am. This time they can't
raise anyone. They can't raise Birdsville
either.
Without the radio contact, they ponder a number of questions: Is it raining
ahead of them? Is it raining where they
have come from? Where's the heaviest
rain, in front or behind them? Another
consideradon: There is nowhere to get
fuel for their four vehicles between
where they are, and Birdsville.

The ANU's Centre for Continuing Education runs regular study tours
into the centre of Australia, taking in major attractions, as well as
more obscure places of interest, Pam Montgomery, one of the two
tour organisers, says these study excursions combine travel and
tuition, creating intensive and enjoyable learning experiences.
However, careful planning can be sometimes shaken by the vagaries
of the weather, especially in outback Australia: Assistant ViceChancellor Mr Colin Plowman went on a recent CCE tour to Coongie
Lakes and the Simpson Desert. The rains that have taken their toll on
much of Eastern Australia made the going tough, but also gave the
tour group a unique experience of the desert.

*We just decided to go on,' Mr
Plowman said.
Tt was a perfecdy natural thing to do.
To go back could have given us as much
work to do as going forward.'
Within a few hours, the lead vehicle is
making a 20 cm deep track though the
mud. The other three vehicles follow in
this track. This makes their progress
through the slime a litde easier.
May 22
It's just after midnight, and with twelve
hours of hard slog behind them, they
see the lights of Birdsville, about twenty
five kilometres away. A vehicle is sent
over to Pan die Pandie station to see if
the approach to Birdsville is any easier
from ^here. It isn't, so they continue
down the Track. The going becomes
very difficult.
*We had to get out and push the vehicles about twenty times and then we hit
an area where there were just sheets of
water, and this made us reconsider our
position,' Mr Plowman said.
More questions: Was the water due to
local flooding into the depressions by the
side of the road? Or had the Diamantina
broken its banks? Not knowing the answers to these questions, the group goes
back along the Track and sets up camp
on a sandhill to make an assessment in
the light of day.
*We found a high sandhill, set up the
tents, put down spinifex, and settied
down for a night's sleep with the
dingoes howling all around us.'

Mr Plowman said. They're working on
a scheme to generate electricity from the
water. They cool it down for showers,
and if you want drinking water, you put
it aside for awhile.'
May 25
Colin Plowman catches the mail plane
out He has to be back at ANU for business on Monday morning.
The group continues their journey to
Alice Springs, via Marree and
Oodnadatta. Because of the delays
caused by the rain, Pam Montgomery
makes new travel arrangements for the
group's return home.
Mr Plowman told ANU Reporter the
morale of the group remained excellent
throughout the tour, and though things
were a littie rough at times, it made the
trip that much more memorable.
*We had fewer problems with morale
than we might have had if the trip had
been incident free, but boring, on a hard
dry road, on hard dry seats,' he said.
CCE's next two excursions to the
centre of Australia are now being
planned for mid-1991. They will be a
study tour/excursion into the Pilbara region of Western Australia, and a Tossil
Safari'. The itinerary of both of these
excursions will be widely advertised
closer to the time, and all inquiries about
them should be directed to CCE on (06)
249 2892. — Peter Cotton

Late afternoon on Piccaninny Creek
May 23
The next morning there's a roaring
camp fire, and a breakfast of fi'uit pancakes and tea and coffee.
*We walked over the sandhill, looking
at the wildflowers, talking to inquisitive
dingoes, one of whom came within ten
feet of us.'
After breakfast, at about 7am, one of
the crew for the tour, Peter Lin starts out
on foot for Birdsville, about ten kilometres away. If he isn't back by about three
o'clock, a vehicle will follow him up.
He doesn't return by three, so five of
the group set out for Birdsville in one of
the vehicles. After three hours of
pushing the labouring vehicle through
the mud, stopping occasionally to rest its
engine, they cross the Birdsville bridge
and are confronted by a submerged
causeway that leads into the town. Crew
leader Andrew Dwyer wades in to test
the depth of the water. It comes half
way up his thigh, so the vehicle can

follow him, and within minutes, they're
in town. Peter Lin is safe and warm at
the pub.
*We had already radioed the other vehicles to join us. It had stopped raining
by then and they made good time moving through the mud on our track
marks. They were in town an hour and a
half after us,' Mr Plowman said.
The publican let the group set up in a
deserted house at the back of the pub.
They sweep the floor, light a fire and set
up bedding for the night
*We put our swags down and had a
beautiful night, one of the best. There
was plenty of beer, and we cooked a
good steak for dinner.'
May 24
Members of the group rest up and wander around Birdsville.
'Birdsville used to draw its water fi*om
the Diamantina, but they put a bore
down some years ago and the artesian
water surfaces at 99 degrees centigrade,'

Tour highlights
• There was a geologist on the tour
- a major bonus when travelling the
oldest continent.
• The ornithologist who joined the
tour for a few days Just north of Port
Augusta, showed the group the varied
birdlife of the region, including the
pelicans of Lake Eyre (south).
• There was the Aboriginal Chief
Ranger of the Gammon National
Park, Des Coulthard, who took them
to Aboriginal rock carvings and paintings. Des*s mother Clara, in her seventies, told them about Aboriginal customs in the area, and made dampers
in the ashes of their campfire.
•
'There was also the learning
when you watch a creek rise after rain
and have to shift your fire a couple of
times to avoid the water. You could
travel that desert a hundred times and
never see it in its wet condition. We
saw it wet and green,' Mr Plowman
said.

Briefly. . .
Postdoctoral Fellowships
T h e Royal Society Endeavour
Fellowships
Programme
is
offering postdoctoral fellowships
tenable in the UK for young
Australian scientists.
The awards cover research in the
natural
sciences,
mathematics,
engineering science, non<linical medical
Mr Peter Cotton is the new editor of the research and the scientific research
ANU Reporter. Mr Cotton has spent aspects of psychology, archaeology and
the past three years employed by the geography.
Federal Government as Media Secretary
Application forms are available from
to three Ministers for Immigration. Prior the International Exchanges Officer,
to that, he worked for the ABC, where he Australian Academy of Science, GPO
held various positions including ABC Box 783 Canberra, ACT 2601.
Port Moresby correspondent. Radio
Award winner
Australia Pacific correspondent and he
was a reporter with the AM and PM Dr Aurelia G e o r g e has b e e n
awarded the 1989 J. G. Crawford
'^'^ograms,

n

Award for her paper Rice Politics in
Japan.
The $2,000 Award is funded from the
donation to the Australia-Japan Research
Centre by the late Sir John Crawford of
his Japan Foundation Prize of 1984. Sir
John was formerly Vice-Chancellor and
Chancellor of the Australian National
University and Founding Chairman of
the Centre's Research Committee.
Dr George is a senior lecturer in
Japanese Politics at the University of
New South Wales, Australian Defence
Force Academy and is a Visiting Fellow
at the Australia-Japan Research Centre
until July.

German Scholarships
The Federal Republic of Germany
is offering a number o f scholarships
and
travel
grants
to

Australian graduates and fine arts
students.
The awards are for 12 months. For
students of music or fine arts, the scholarships run from October 1991 to
September 1992 and for other students
from April 1991 to March 1992, or
October 1991- September 1992.
Application forms are available from
the Department of Employment,
Education and Training, German
Government Scholarships, GPO Box
9880 Canberra ACT 2600.

Japan Foundation
Dr John Clark, Lecturer in Asian Art in
the Art History Department, The
Faculties, has been awarded a threemonths Japan Foundation Professional
Fellowship from November 1990 to
research the conditions of postmodernism in Japanese art of the 1980s.
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Books and Arts . . .
Policies for an
ageing Australia

Belshazzar's Feast

A c o n c e r t at Llewellyn Hall this
Thursday (June 14) will offer two works
rarely performed in Canberra: Walton's
Belshazzar's Feast and Stravinsky's
Symphony of Psalms. The Walton was
last heard here in 1983; the Stravinsky in
1982.
Walton scored Belshazzar's Feast for
enormous resources, and Canberra is fortunate that it can supply what is necessary to d o justice to the work. The performance will include the Canberra
School o f Music Orchestra, the CSM
Community Choir, the Canberra Choral
Society, the Canberra City Band and the
Band o f the Royal Military College,
Duntroon. The baritone soloist will be
Canberra's Geoffrey Manning. For tickets
phone (06) 2495731.

Grej Policy: Australian Policies for an
ageing society

Edited by Hal L Kendig and John
McCallum
Allen and Unwin 1990 226pp
$19.95

By Fred Gruen*
This collection of eleven essays on
'Grey policy' provides a broad and
useful account of policies affecting
the aged in an ageing Australia.
The essays are written by some of
Australia's best known authorities on ageing - including the two editors, who each
contributed two chapters.
Hal Kendig sets the scene in an introductory chapter which provides a g o o d
overview of the policy issues arising in
the field of aged care. He also contributes
a chapter on housing and the aged.
John McCallum identifies e c o n o m i c
'winners and losers* among the retired
and provides what he calls *an optimistic
view* o f the future o f age policy in the
concluding chapter of the collection.
McCallum rejects the general characterisation of some o f the recent welfare
debates in terms o f the supposed 'crises*
in population, ageing and of welfare expenditure.
He argues that there have been two
general trends in policy developments
observed throughout the b o o k - 'a trend
to integration of the aged with the general population and a trend for the public sector to respond to demonstrated
need, rather than to the status of old age,
as the rationale for providing services
and subsidies* (p 186).
Both these trends he regards (rightly,
in my view) as healthy developments.
All the chapters were written especially
for the b o o k and, in most cases, summarise the current 'best state o f knowledge* in each area. As such they provide
those interested in the demographic,
economic, and health-policy issues of
ageing with a very welcome picture
which is relatively up to date.
Such is the change in this area that in
the interval between going to press in the
second half of 1989 and the present there
are already some areas where more up to
date information is available.
For instance, according to the recendyreleased 1988 I n c o m e and Housing
Survey, the proportion of aged in private
rental accommodation is now only about
half the rate recorded by Kendig on the
basis o f the 1986 Income Distribution
Survey (ie 5.3% versus 10% recorded by
Kendig on p 93).
Given how much more vulnerable to
material deprivation aged tenants of private landlords are likely to be (than
owner-occupiers a n d / o r tenants in
Housing Commission homes), this is an
important change.

sold through ANU*s Art Enterprises,
under the direction of the University*s
Art Curator, Mrs Johanna Owens
(below), at the Drill Hall Gallery.

Japanese books
Dr McCallum
more on longer term care within the
home) are well covered in four chapters
in the book.

The Japan Foundation will donate more
than $4000 worth of Japanese books in
English on Japanese art and culture to
the Department of Art History library in
The Faculties.

As Garry Andrews and Susan Carr
point out 'since the early seventies there
have been an unprecedented improvement in life expectancy o f older adults in the case of males, these increases were
as large as, or larger, than improvements
over the entire previous century - principally due to a reduction in death from
ischaemic heart disease during the 1970s*
(p 112). Such longer life is accompanied
by an increased risk of morbidity - not to
mention by substantial increase in per
capita health expenditure (which almost
doubles between the later sixties and the
later seventies - as shown in a table on p
115).
There are a couple of relatively neglected areas which I would have liked to
see canvassed in the book. Prominent
among these is the issue of international
comparisons. H o w d o the aged in
Australia compare with those in other
counties - in terms o f relative affluence,
morbidity, mortality, age o f retirement
and trends in age of retirement etc.
Because of our means-tested flat rate
age pension, in some important economic respects the aged in Australia are
treated substantially differently from the
aged in most OECD countries, which
have universal, earnings-related age pensions. As a result, our p o o r aged are
probably better o f f than the poor aged in
many other OECD countries, but the typical income drop on retirement (about
45%) is subsuntially larger in Australia
than elsewhere.
On the other hand we have a much
higher proportion o f h o m e owners
among the aged - which will o f course
also affect the material well-being o f the
retired. Typically the aged in Australia
are asset-rich and income p o o r to a
greater extent than in other OECD countries.
What, if anything, can we leam from
the experience o f other OECD countries
where the proportion of the aged is generally substantially greater than in
Australia?
Again I would have liked to see more
economic analyses o f retirement issues
and o f the pros and cons of compulsory
retirement - an issue which is obviously
going to become a major 'grey policy issue* in the nineties.

Graduates' exhibition
Works by Frances Rhodes and Mark Van
Veen are featured in the Survey of Past
Graduates Show No. 1 organised by the
Graphic Investigation Department of the
Canberra Institute o f the Arts. The
exhibition, which opened on 2 June In
the University Drill Hall Gallery
Exhibition Room, is current until 1 July.

Twelth Night production
Literary lunch

John Mortimer (above), British author,
playwright, scriptwriter for radio and
television, and creator of Rumpole of the
Bailey, was the guest speaker at the third
1990 Canberra Times-ANU Literary
Lunch, held at University House on 24
May. Mr Mortimer was promoting his
new novel, Titmitss Regained.

Turtle lithographs
A limited edition of lithographs entitied
Miintina Sea Turtle by Raymond Meeks,
an artist of Aboriginal descent, are being

Co-op
BOOKSHOP*

The head o f Drama in the Faculty of
Arts, Mr Pierre Bokor, will direct the
Studio Theatre Company's production
o f Shakespeare's Twelfth Night at the
ANU Arts Centre. The Department of
English, Faculty of Arts, will sponsor the
production.
Performances will take place at 8 pm on
20-21 and 25-28 July and 1-4 August.
Special matinees will be available for
schools, colleges and other organised
parties.
Bookings may be made through the
ANU Arts Centre on ext 0448 or the
Canberra Theatre Centre Box Office,
telephone 257 1077.

HACHETTE

The Co-op Bookshop
in association with

Hachette Distributors

Invites you to inspect a wide range of
French Language Titles, including:
Fiction, Non-fiction and reference at Primary,
Secondary and Tertiary levels

9 - 24 June 1990

Again, the proportion o f the aged
whose income (and wealth) position is
above the pension cut-off point is now
considerably larger than the proportions
mentioned by the two authors who discuss these issues - ie John McCallum and
Ian Manning (in chapters 4 and 5 respectively) .

But these are minor quibbles; the editors and the other authors have given us
a very useful survey o f the various fields
of investigations which are going to be of
increasing importance in future years.

Open 9am - 5pm, 7 days
University Co-op Bookshop
Concessions Area, ANU

Both health care for the aged and the
changes in community services (with a
lessening reliance on nursing homes and

* Emeritus Professor Fred Gruen is a visiting
fellow at the Department of Economics,
Research School of Social Sciences,

Telephone: 249 6244 or 2572673
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Awards to women engineering students

C h i n a

a n d

thc

W C S t
Continued from page 2

Natasha Linard (I) and Justine Butler

Elizabeth Mills (I) and Ruth Jarvis

Four female undergraduate students from the University's new
Engineering program have been awarded one-year scholarships by the
Overseas Telecommunications Commission (OTG) and Anutech, the
University's marketing arm.
Natasha Linard and Justine Buder shared the $2000 OTC scholarship for
women in electrical engineering and Elizabeth Mills and Ruth Jarvis shared the
Anutech scholarship, also worth $2000.
The OTC scholarship was presented by Ms Leanne Jeffery, of the
Commission's Equal Employment Opportunity Office, and the Anutech scholarship by Anutech's Managing Director, Mr John Morphett. The awards were made
recendy in the University's Chemistry Lecture Theatre at the conclusion of a lecture, Engineering Economics, which is specially designed for ANU Engineering students.
There are six female engineering students out of a total of 50 enrolled in the
new program. Nine of the students awarded the prestigious National
Undergraduate Scholarships and Bursaries by the ANU in 1990 chose to study
engineering. In addition, two of the six ANU scholarships awarded to overseas students for 1990 went to engineering students.

New Professors appointed

In addition to those who are liable to
severe punishment, people who merely
'communicated with foreigners of a suspicious nature', or who 'supported the
disorder and the rebellion' (ie the prodemocracy movement), of who 'spread
large numbers of political rumours', or
'gave other cause for suspicion' are
'required to be investigated and dealt
with'.
Undoubtedly the hardliners in party,
government and military - veterans of
war and revolutionary struggle - were incensed that students and workers should
'dare' to criticise their superiors and
elders. Shooting down demonstrators
was intended to 'teach them a lesson'.

Professor Darrell Williamson (above),
head
of
the
University's
new
Engineering Program in the Faculty of
Science, has been apppointed Professor
of Engineering. Professor Williamson
was a senior research fellow in the
Department of Systems Engineering,
Research School of Physical Sciences. He
was educated at the University o f
Newcasde and Harvard University.

Even the so-called moderates among
China's leaders hesitate between the individualism inherent in a market economy and the attempt to seek refuge in
old collective orthodoxies.
Nevertheless, the present dilemma reflects a long-standing paradox. While
Chinese communists regimes have indeed recognised successive UN declaration on human rights - both legal and political as well as economic and social - individual rights have traditionally been
seen in China as subordinate to those of
society: rights are granted by the state,
and are therefore revocable by the state.

But the brutal nature of the crackdown, following a decade of growing
toleration of intellectual dissent, unmistakably reveals the frustration of an ageing leadership unable to cope with the
combined crisis of economic and political
liberalisation. As an observer, Louise do
Rosario pointed out three months before
the June massacre:

And there is a further paradox (as Ann
Kent emphasises). The Maoist promise
of a more egalitarian society - implicit in
the notion o f the superiority of social
rights over (Western) individual rights has in fact been undermined by the decision of Mao's successors to move to a
market economy.

'We are standing at the crossroads' of
tradition and modernity, the symbolic
documentary River Elegy explained to
Chinese viewers. Yet the regime, unable
to face the full demands of modernisation, instead returned to traditional
methods - the use of force.

ness, ultimately by repression. Such is
the typical 'developmental authoritarian'
project, which has had some conspicuous
successes in both respects - ie economic
growth and political stability - in South
Korea and Taiwan, for a time, as well as
many failures elsewhere.

As Ann Kent concludes, these acts of
violence - and the continuing repression,
despite token releases of prisoners - have
'precipitated a crisis o f legitimacy for the
current power holders which precludes

*John Girling is a Senior Fellow in
International Relations in the Research
School of Pacific Studies. He is currently
editing a collection of papers on Human
Rights in the Asia-Pacific region.

For the success of market incentives in
*The Party itself is in disarray. It has beencertain areas (commercial agriculture,
confronted by problems from all sides - coastal regions) has raised widespread
complex economic problems, unrest in expectations, which, when they are not
Tibet, widespread corruption, deterioration fulfilled, lead to fhistration.
of public order, restless youth and increasConfronting this politico-economic criingly vocal intellectuals. It has no experi- sis, Deng Xiaoping's 'compromise' soluence in handling the newly emerging plu- tion is to maintain the commitment to
ralistic society, while its old controls have an open economy, while at the same
become ineffective,'
time putting an end to political open-

Election of fellow

Professor John Moore (above), of the
Department of Systems Engineering,
Research School of Physical Sciences, has
received a special appointment to a professorship in that Department Professor
Moore, a professorial fellow in the
Department o f Systems Engineering
since 1982, was educated at the
University o f Queensland and the
University of Santa Clara, California.

the long term restoration of [the recent]
past political practices'.

Nominations have been invited for the
election o f a fellow of University
House. Nominations should be sent to
the returning officer, the Secretaiy of
the University, Mr Warwick Williams,
by Monday 25 June. Each person
nominated, the proposer and seconder
must be eligibile members
of
University House. Nominations should
be in writing and contain the written
consent of the candidate.
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WEDNESDAY 27 JUNE

History of Ideas Program, Div of
Historical Studies, RSSS, Special
Double Sem, Professors David Fate
Norton (Philosophy, McGill University) and John Robson (English,
Toronto University). Editing Major
Philosophical Texts: David Hume
and John Stuart Mill. 9am12.30pm, Sem Rm A, Coombs
Bldg. Inq x3265.
Indonesia Study Group, Sem Dr
Cecilia Ng: An Integrated Area Development Project in Central Timor. 12.30pm, Rm 301, Asian Studies
Bldg. Inq X3095/4191.
History of Ideas Program, Div of
Historical Studies, RSSS, Hume
Conference, Genevieve Lloyd (Philosophy, University of NSW):
Hume's Labyrinth and the Painting
of Modern Life. 6.30-7.46pm, Asian
Studies Lecture Theatre.

THURSDAY 28 JUNE
Consortium for Research in Computer Intensive Sutistical Methods,
Public Lecture, Professor Bradley
Efron,
Stanford
University:
Shakespeare and the Case of the
Suspicions Statisticians. 6pm, Copland Lecture Theatre. Inq x0794.
History of Ideas Program, Division
of Historical Studies, RSSS, Hume

Conference,
Russell
Hardin
(Politiczd Science, University of
Chicago): Hume on Obligation.
6.30-7.45pm, Asian Studies Lecture
Theatre.

FRIDAY 29 JUNE

History of Ideas Program, Division
of Historical Studies, RSSS, Hume
Conference,
Gerald
Postema
(Philosophy, University of North
Carolia): Hume on Justice and
Resentment 6.30-7.45pm, Asian
Studies Lecture Theatre.

Conferences
History of Ideas Programme, Division of Historical Studies, RSSS,
Seventeenth Hume Conference.
Programme and Registration forms
avaiable from Mrs V Wetselaar,
Room 2129 Coombs Bldg. Tel
2493266.

Awards
Newman College Archbishop Mannix Travelling Scholarship. For
postgraduate study at an overseas
institution. Qose 30.9.90. Inq
x2225.

Cambridge Commonwealth Trust
Scholarships:
- British Telecom Cambridge
Scholarships. Cambridge Australia
Scholarships, Coles Myer Cambridge Scholarship. Packer Cambridge Scholarships. To pursue a
course of study leading to a PhD at
Cambridge University.
- Pegasus Cambridge Scholarship. For a course of study leading
to the LLM degree at Cambridge
University.
- BTR/FCO Scholarships. For a
one-year postgraduate course preferably in Chemical Engineering, Finance,
Land
Economy,
Law
(LLM), International Relations,
Materials Science and Metallurgy,
Natural Sciences, Physics and Social and Political Theory at Cambridge University.
Close 31.12.90. Inq x2225.
Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine:
- Capel Bursary - to augment inadequate support from other
sources for study in the Department of Mineral Resources Engineering. Close 30.6.90. Inq x2225.
- Haarlem E West Scholarship partisd awards for the advanced
course in Mineral Production Management. Close 30.6.90. Inq x2225.

- William Selkirk Scholarship - to
augment inadequate support from
other sources for study or research
in the Department of Mineral Resources
Engineering.
Close
30.6.90. Inq x2225.
Neuromuscular Foundation of WA
Postgraduate Scholarships. For
graduates in science or medicine
to do MSc or PhD at the Australian
Neuromuscular Research Institute,
QE II Medical Centre, University of
WA Close 1.7.90. Inq x2225.
National Health Sc Medical Research Council. For medical or
dental graduates to gain full-time
research experience. Close 30.6.90.
I n q X2225.

Nicky May Cystic Fibrosis Research
Foundation.
Gran t-in-Aid/Postgraduate Scholarship for research
into the biological defect(s) responsible for cystic fibrosis. Close
30.6.90. Inq x2225.
Water Industry Research Awards.
For full-time study towards a PhD
or Masters in the field of water research. Commonwealth funding
must be matched by a water industry organisation interested in using
the results of the research undertaken. Qose 29.6.90. Inq x2225.
Australian Tobacco Research Foundation Post-graduate Scholarships.

For those studying full-time for a
higher degree to do rese2Lrch into
the relationship between tobacco
smoking znd heart disease. Close
30.6.90. Inq x2225.
Federal Republic of Germany
Scholarships. For Australian Graduates with a good knowledge of
Germsm to study at a German institution. Qose 29.6.90. Inq x2225.
French Government Assistantships.
For young Australians who teach
French or are final year students
who plan to teach French to take
up positions as 'Assistants' in
French high schools for 8 mths.
Close 14.9.90. Inq x2225.
French Government Scientific Fellowships. For Australians working
in scientific fields to do short term
study in France. Must have some
knowledge of French and be accepted by a French institution.
Close 15.6.90. Inq x2225.

Visitors
Dr Thelma Hunter, Visiting Fellow
in Political Science from 1 May - 1
Nov 190. Interests: Personal and
professional experience. x3390.
Dr Daniel C Snell, from University
of Oklahoma, Norman. Visiting

Fellow in Humzmities Research
Centre from 20 May - 12 August
1990. Interests: Assyriology, Bible,
Ancient Economic History. x0582.

Arts and
Entertainment
Canberra School of Art Gallery,
Ellery Cres Acton.
Two Exhibitions from Chile:
La Casa, The Letter, The House
(Tranperipheria) 5 Airmail Paintings by Eugeinio Dittborn.
Adam's Apple, Chile-Transvestites/
La Manzana De Adan-Travesti.
Works by Paz Errazuriz.'
May 24-June 16. Wed 10.30am8pm, Thurs-Sat 10.30am-5pm.
Next; Now we are Ten. A retrospective exhibition by Redback
Graphics. June 21-July 28.
Photospace. 1st Fl Canberra School
of Art. Mon-Fri 9am-4pm.
David Hawkes. An exhibition of
works by a visiting lecturer in the
CSA Painting Workshop. 12-15
June.
Next; Final Year Student Exhibition. June 18-29.
Inqs Judy Burnett/Jo Simpson,
C S A X5810.
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Reporter Classifieds
Advertisements
are
restricted to staff and
students of the University
and
members
of
Convocation and to 20
words each. Normally only
one advertisement per
person can be accepted for
each
issue.
Typed
advertisements should be
sent or delivered to ANU
Reporter, University Public
Relations. The envelope
should
be
marked
'Advertisement'.
No
advertisements will be
taken over the telephone.
The closing date for
advertisements for the next
issue is Wednesday, 13
June 1990. Inquiries x2106.

For Sale
ARMCHAIRS, 2 Danish deluxe
pedestal style, one
chocolate
brown, other fawn $100ea ono.
x0096/2515506(ah).
BAR CHAIRS, 3 pine $30 the lot;
small frige $165, good cond.
2472147(ah).
BED HEAD, Solid wood, Qaeen
Anne, with base $70 ono. 2477729.
BED, OS, pine $150; CD-player
$120; TV 40cm Sony-Multisystem
$500; Curtains, lined 215cm length
$30-60pr; Playback dictaphone
^
tem $120; Bath cabinet $75.
2522745/2589569(ah).
BIKE, 10-spd mens racer, vgc $180
ono; stereo, AKAI/HITACHI, cassette deck, radio, sp>eakers, good
cond $180 ono. Rob x 0 7 7 4 /
2412610.
BIKE, 25" Gemini mens 12-spd,
good cond $80 ono; vacuum cleaner wet/dry, almost new $50. Jeremy
x0316.
BIKE, ladies 10-spd with carrier,
exc cond, must sell! $120 ono.
2813796(ah).
BIKE, men's 10-spd, 27" with rack
&: lock $120; new PYE dble cassette
recorder, AM/FM $60. x 2 9 9 3 /
2814622.
BIKE, Repco Monaco 12-spd racer,
alloy, new cond $250 ono. Sam
x2456/2512814(ah).
BIKES, girls cyclops 20" as new
$85; Men's 10-spd $125; Kitchen
whizz food processor, sgle bed ensemble, exc cond $45, doona covers. 2582531.
BIRD CAGE, 185cm x 185cm x
80cm, top quality construction, suit
variety of species, best offer.
2575984.
BOOKCASE, 220 x 152 x 29 cm,
$120; pine table, 159 x 85 cm, $90;
two wood-and-cane chairs $50ea.
X3287/2514946.
BOOTS, Dunlop steel cap black
workboots, size 8 1 / 2 , never worn,
$40 ono. 2368149.
BREVILLE kitchen wizz and milk
shaker, as new $60; Kenwood Chef
attachments (blender, chopper
etc) and parts; ladies cloths, vgc sizes 14-16 $3-5 ea. 2486339.
BUNK BED, Ash, exc cond, incl
two mattresses $180. Bobby x 4 1 4 4 /
2863722(ah).
CAMERA, Minolta 7000 autofocus
SLR $550. Superb instrument in
perfect cond. x0255.
CARPET TILES, 50 x 50cm
squares, chocolate brown, 88 @ $3
ea; 60 smaller pieces $1 ea; ladies
knee high boots, brown, size 6 1 /
2B, vgc $10. X3676/2861947.
CHAIN SAWS, for disposal, fitted
with safety features, exc cond. Stihl
038 s u ^ r AV Electronic, Quickstop, 67cc engine, 40cm bar, best
offer above $450; Stihl 024 AV Electronic, Quickstop 42cc enrine,
33cm bar, best offer above $^300;
Stihl 015 AV 32cc engine, 30cm
bar, best offer above $200. For info
and inspection: Geoff Mitchell
x4673, Dept Forestry. Offers close,
Wednesday, 20 June 1990.
CLARINET, \ ^ a h a 34II, as new,
rarely played, new price $1150, sell
$950.x0240/2885^9(ah).
COMPUTER,
Amstrad,
green
screen GT-65 with colour keyboard
CPC6128 $500 ono. 2926100(ah).
COMPUTER, Apple Mac Plus with
HD (20MB, Rodime) $2000 ono.
x3l77/2811828(ah).
COMPUTER, C-64, d / d , daisywheel printer, 200 games $775.
2416368.
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COMPUTER, Hand-held, Casio
FP200, 16k ram, basic and CETL
wit power pack $140 ono. 2807657.
COMPUTER, Macintosh twin floppy system $650. X2185/2414025.
COMPUTER, portable MS-DOS
2.1, built in wp, pascal, disks 2 x
360k, ram 35bk, monitor, power
pack, printer $850. 2541684/
2462055.
DESK, pine roll-top, varnished, 4
drawers $120; Drizabone coat, new
$110. 2953047.
DISHWASHER, Dishlex; copper
hood; sink; flyscreen door; shower
screen; light fittings. Make an offer. X 4 7 5 3 / 2 8 1 2 8 9 £
HREWOOD, clean, solid Brittle
Gum, 30-45cm lengths. Burn next
season. $ 2 0 / 6 x 4 trailer. Roland
x0545.
FRAZER CHAIR $6; change table
$25; Wooden cradle $45, travelling
cots, baby's toys and clothes.
2485857(ah).
FURNITURE, Pine lounge suit
$250; book shelves; futon bed base;
refrigerator; chest of drawers; 3
matching coffee tables. George
x3535/2956911(ah).
HOT WATER SERVICE, Rheem,
136L, elec, good working order
$50. X 2 7 4 1 / 2 5 4 4 9 0 3 .

LEMON GRASS, in large pots.
2416328.
LOUNGE SUITE, 2 x 1 , 2 x 2 seaters, pale green $300; coffee table,
smoked glass top, cast base $70;
Breville cappuccino maker, ninecup (new) $100. 2415824.
LOUNGE SUITE, brown/gold fabric, 2 X 2, 2 X 1, good cond $450;
nite-n-day sofa bed, brown fabric,
good cond $50. x4449/2810930.
LOUNGE, Modular 5 pee mustard
colour,
vgc;
typewriter
elec
TW1450 TEC lyo. xOl56/2825452.
MOONBOOTS, Skitrax size 11
$15; Hipora (breathable) ladies skip2Lnts size medium $100; Mistral
skisuit size 32 M / M $120; Brother
AX-10 elec typewriter $200. Martin
X3022/2574101.
NAPPIES, almost new $12/dozen;
highchair insert $12; grocery cart
$5. Bob X3813/2497895.
PRINTER, Axiom $120; monocrome monitor $220; Sanyo computer, twin disk drive $280; fan
heater $15, Sunbeam deep fryer
$25; trailer 6' x 4' steel. 2582531.
PRINTER/TYPEWRITER, Typestar 7 thermal dot matrix, 6 kb
memory, 32 char LCD display
$450. 2664128.
ROWING MACHINE, general exerciser $110; suitcase, large nontear
fabric
on wheels
$60.
2958831 (ah).
TABLE, kitchen $20; wardrobe
$55; chest of drawers $25; desk
chair $7; valet $10; coffee table
$20. David x4187 (ans machine).
TANK, diesel oil, approx. 200 litres
@ $0.25 per litre. x 2 7 4 1 / 2 5 4 4 9 0 3
(ah).
TRAVEL PACK, Mountain Designs, 55 Itre, vgc $150. 2664128.
VCR, Philips, VHS, remote control,
digitsil clock, programmable. Must
sell! $250 ono. Richard x3931.
VIDEO CASSETTE, 'Song 8c
Dance', new $20; Duran Duran
pack, tape 8c posters $100; window
cleaning 'mates' $12; game 'star
war5',7yrs&up $9. 2861947.

Real Estate
TURNER, 3br, dble brick, renov
kitchen, slow combustion heater,
north-facing rear, deck, Ige block,
attractive
garden,
workshop/
studio. $199,000.
2724279 (wV
2571015(h).

Motor Vehicles
ALFASUD, '74, runs, all mechanical pairts working, b o ^ rust, suit
wrecking, $300 ono. 2474987.
CAMIRA, SLX manual sedan, '83,
air cond, 12 mths reg, vgc, owner
going overseas, $6700. x 2 3 3 1 /
2319481.
DATSUN 200B, GX '80, stn wgn,
vgc, new clutch, good tyres, owner
going overseas, $4000 ono. Rob
X0774/2412610.
FALCON XA, 250, manual, bucketseats, 12 mths approved reg, good
cond, $2000 ono. x 2 0 1 1 / 2 4 1 7 3 9 1 /
2310754(ah).
HOLDEN GEMINI, '81, auto, vgc,
12 mths reg, owner going overseas,
$4500. 2494587.
HOLDEN PREMIER, '78, new engine (under wsoranty), recent auto
trans, front tyres, themostat, exhaust, towbar, rego 1 2 / 9 0 , exc

cond, $4300 ono. Chin 2887088.
HONDA a V I C , hatch back, '81,
exc cond, lady owner. 2950523 (Sat
8am-5pm).
SAAB, 99EMS '74, Upholstery intact, tow bar, all instruments working, vgc. Ready to zoom, $4000
ono. Po x2253/2823576(ah).
SUBARU BRUMBY, four wheel
drive ute, '85, 80,000kms, exc
cond, carry bars - front and back,
stereo. $8750. x4257/2382311 (ah).
TOYOTA COROLLA, '76, panelvan, white, 2 drs, new clutch, battery, radio/cassette, recent tuneup, rego 1 2 / 9 0 , good cond, $2500.
2?75581.
TOYOTA LANDCRUISER, stn
wgn '82, petrol, longwheel base, recon eng, 12 mths rego, air cond,
exc cond, $13,000 ono. Megan
x4138/2587406.
VOLVO, '79, 244GL Auto, white,
runs well, looks great, $8250.
2545416.
VW KOMBI BUS, '72, recon eng,
new tyres, rego 1 0 / 9 0 , $3000.
2953063.
VW, '70, f/back engine 8c gearbox
rebuilt, exc mech cond. fe9000.
2513494.

Accommodation
available
DOWNER, 1 br ff flat, cl shops and
buses, $110 pw, avail 1 July. x4319.
GRIFFITH, br in large attractive
quiet group hse, suit postgrad 24+,
semi-vego, $62pw. x4653/2396041
(ah).
GRIFFITH, Jansz Cres, family hse
avail Sept-Dec '90, Prefer exchange
with
visiting
British
family.
2957775.
HACKETT, person wanted to
sh2u^e 3 br townhse for 6 mths (or
longer if desired) $60pw. 2768586/
247&59(ah).
HACKETT, reliable, easy going
person n/smoker, to share Ige well
kept 3 br hse, $Wpw + bond and
expenses. 2470584(ah).
KAMBAH, 3 br ff and e q u i ^ e d
hse, avail 12 July to 1 OcL Tlent
neg, refs essential. 2319849(ah).
LYNEHAM, n/smoker to share 3
br hse (with 2 fem postgrads). Cl
shops and bikepath. 1 rm, BIR, unfurn, $55pw + exp + bond. Tracey
X4537/2573177.

LYONS, 2 br, 2 bthrm ff hse, 1 Aug
•90 to 31 Tan '91, cl Woden, express bus, 15 mins from ANU. Prefer n/smokers, no pets. x3473.
MACGREGOR, large rm in 5 br,
well fum hse, cl Kippax, m / f nonsmoker, 480 (incl electricity etc).
2545004.
O'CONNOR, 2 br ff hse, two studies, tv rm or third br, sunny, heated, all mod cons, cl bus. Civic,
ANU, CSIRO. $280pw. Inglis
x2354/2488580(ah).
SOUTH BRUCE, 3 br ff hse, mid
July '90 to end Jan '91. Beautiful
bush setting, top of cul-de-sac. Cl
to city, ANU, U of C, and Belconnen. x4495/2514292(ah).
TUROSS HEAD, 2 br hse cl to
beach and golf/bowling facilities,
suitable for family of four.
2863929.
WATSON, 3 br unfurn hse, freshly
painted, Ige garden, long lease
avail,
$160pw.
Mary
x5070/
2574010(ah).

Accommodation
wanted

F R E E / L O W RENT, accomm for
female student in return for house
work. Laura 2953779.
NORTH/SOUTH
CANBERRA,
(leasant granny flat or garden flat
P'
^or fem staff member with well beto
haved cat x5004.
O'CONNOR, or walking distance
to ANU, visiting scholsir requires
rm or share accomm. Refs avail.
2493622.

STAFF MEMBER/Phd student
seeks hse with one other person.
Also interested in setting up hse.
David X 5 8 5 0 / 2 4 7 9 6 8 7 .

Visiting scientist and f ^ i l v req accomm from mid-July '90 for 4
mths. 2-3 br hse withirv v i k i n g /
cycling distance from ANU. Brian
Jordan 2496119.

Secretarial
TYPING, wordprocessing, private
correspondence, thesis, essays, etc.
X0156/2825452.
WORDPROCESSING, typing of

theses, assignments, essays, letters,
etc. 2485369(bh).

Wanted
BIKE, to suite 160cm tall girl.
X2496.
JOBS, for youth orchestra player
desperate for money for fortncoming European tour. Will childmind,
clean etc. x3l79/2815949(ah).
KITCHEN JARS, needed for student household. Old unwanted jars
preferred. Hugh 2487491 (ah).
TV, colour, about 14" VHF/UHF
required. x2496.
WHEELBARROW, substantial size;
block buster/axe. 2368149.

Miscellaneous
CATS, for good homes, 1 Siamese,
1 Burmese, 1 Brittish Blue - all females $50ea. 2726054.
CHINESE-ENGLISH. Native English speaker with good Chinese
wishes to contact a native Mandarin speaker to exchange language
classes/instruction Tuesday lunchtimes on campus. Ian Taylor x0665
(Mon-Wed), 2476315 (at home).
PIANO, Exp teacher has a few vac2Lncies. Will take beginners but is
esp looking for more advanced students. Sharyn Kepert, BA (Music,
UWA1988) 2823470.
FOUND: General Electric beeper
remote controller. Contact Claire
x2229 for further details.

Academic
Diary
Diary entries for the next
issue close at 5pm on
Wednesday 13 J u n e 1990
and will be for the period
22 June to 19 July 1990,
inclusive. Please assist by
submitting
ALL
diary
entries on the forms
available from University
Public Relations, x2106.
FRIDAY 8 JUNE

Philosophy, Arts, Sem, John Bigelow (La Trobe University): Being
Unique. 11am, Haydon-Allen Rm
2097. Inqx2793/2728.

TUESDAY 12 JUNE
Political
and
Social
Change,
RSPacS, Sem, Professor W Tordoff:
Ideology and Development 11am,
Sem Rm C, Coombs Bldg.
East Asian History, RSPacS, Sem,
Professor Mark Elvin. Unseen
Lives: The Emotions of Everyday
Existence Mirrored in Chinese
Popular Poetry of the 19th Century
(Part H). 11am, Sem Rm E,
Coombs Bldg. Inq x3140.
Human Sciences, CRES, Sem.
Three speakers representing environmental organisations in the Philippines, Indonesia and Solomon
Islands: Environmental and Human Welfare in the Asia/Pacific
Region. 12.30-1.45pm, CRES Sem
Rm, Hancock Bldg. Inq x4822.
Economics, RSPacS, Sem, Cezary
Kapuscinski. Growth Variations
and the Patterns of Causalities
Among Major Macro-economic Indicators of Selected Asian Countries. 2pm, Sem Rm B, Coombs
Bldg. Inq x2188.
Pacific & Southeast Asian History,
RSPacS, Sem, Hank Nelson. LARK
Force: Rabaul, New Britain: 1942.
2-30pm, Sem Rm E, Coombs Bldg.
Inq x3106.
Demography, RSSS, Sem, Ms Liz
Henigan. From Steel to Welfare:
The Needs of Ethnic Minorities in
Wollongong. 3.30pm, Sem Rm A,
Coombs Bldg. Inq x2309.
Humanities
Research
Centre,
RSSS, Work-in-Progress Sem, Dr
Greg Walker. The Play's The Thing
...: Drama 8c Politics at the Court of
Henry IIL 4pm, HRS Reading Rm,
Top Fl, AD Hope Bldg. Inq x4357.
Political Science Program, RSSS,
Sem, Dr Elim Papadakis. Social
Movements, Democracy and Participation. 4pm, Sem Rm D, Coombs
Bldg. Inq x2134.
ANU/CSIRO Biology Sem, Dr Hilary Warren, Cancer Research
Unit, Woden Valley Hospital. CD2
adhesions and activatio molecules
on human T lymphocytes. 4pm, Di-

vision of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Sem Rm 1. Inq x3843.
Friends of the Classics Department
Museum, Faculty of Arts, Illustrated Lecture, Dr Dominique Collon:
Recent Excavations in Mesopotamia. 8pm, Copland Lecture Theatre. Inqx2901.

WEDNESDAY 13 JUNE
History of Ideas Program, Div of
Historical Studies, RSSS, Weekly
Sem, Professor David Fate Norton
(Philosophy, McGill University):
Hume and the Experimental Method. ll2Lm, Sem Rm A, Coombs
Bldg. Inq x3265.
Indonesia Study Group, Sem Professor Tony Forge (Anthropolo^
and Prehistory, >&U): A market in
Central Timor. 12.30pm, Rm 301,
Asian Studies Bldg. Inq x3095.
Australia-Japan Research Centre,
Sem, Kuni Tanaka (Departmental
Visitor AJRC): NIKKEI survey presentation. 12.30-2pm, Sem Rm 4,
Crawford Bldg. Inq x3315.
Human Geography, RSPacS, Sem,
Dr B J Allen, Melanesian agricultural systems: an introduction. 2pm,
Sem Rm C, Coombs Bldg. x2205.
Division of Philosophy and Law,
RSSS, Sem, David Gauthier (Philosophy, University of Pittsburgh):
Thomas Hobbes and the Contractarian Theory of Law. 2pm, Sem
Rm E, Coombs Bldg. Inq x 2 1 5 6 /
3291.
Linguistics, Faculty of Arts, Sem,
Andy Kirkpatrick (China Centre).
Topic Continuity in Mandarin.
4pm, Sem Rm 2135 John Dedman
Bldg. Inq x3026.

THURSDAY 14 JUNE
Organic Chemistry, RSC, Sem, Dr
Margaret Harding (University of
Sydney): Double Helical Complexes from Self-Assembly of Two Oligo-bipyridine Strands and Cu(I)
Ions. 11am, Rm 134, RSC. Inq
X3732.
Division of Historical Studies,
RSSS, Sem, Marivic Wyndham. 'We
have here a very little company'. Eleanor Dark and the Australian Literary Community of the 1930s and
the 1940s. 11am, Mills Conf Rm.
Inqx2437/2354.
Biogeography and Geomorphology
Sem, Bofu Yii. Means vs Variables:
Some observations of long-term
rainfall records across Australia.
11am, Sem Rm C, Coombs Bldg.
Inq. X 3 1 5 3 / 4 3 6 1 .

CRES Sem, Dr Peter Wilcoxen
(Harvard University): Environmental Regulation aind US Economic
Growth. 12.30pm, Hancock Bldg.
Economics, Faculty of Economics
and Commerce, Sem, Professor L J
Mirman (University of Virginia)
Strategic Common-Property Capital Accumulation: Nash Equilibrium Properties. 2pm, Rm 1048,
Copland Bldg. Inq x3365.
Thai Studies Group, Sem, Professor Serge Genest (Universiti' Laval,
Quebec). Anthropologicsd Analysis
of Modern Medicine Practice in
Thailand. 3.30pm, Sem Rm C,
Coombs Bldg.
RSES, Sem, Dr Jon H Berg (University of Northern Illinois): Lava
chemistry in the Keweenawan Rift
of North America. 4pm, Sem Rm,
Jaeger Bldg.

FRIDAY 15 JUNE
Friends of the Classics Department
Museum, Faculty of Arts, Illustrated Lecture, Dr Timothy Potter.
The Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire: Recent Excavations in
Central Italy. 8pm, Copland Lecture Theatre. Inq x2901.

SUNDAY 17 JUNE
South West Asia Centre, Faculty of
Asian Studies, One day Workshop,
Lama Choedak Yuthok. Transforming Emotional Conflicts: A Buddhist Approach. 10am-5pm. 26 Astrolabe Street, Red Hill. Inq
2950138.

ANU/CSIRO Biology Sems, Dr
Wayne Gerlach, Plant Industry,
CSIRO: Ribozymes in vitro and in
vitro. 4pm, Dept of Biochemistry,
The Faculties, Sem Rm.

TUESDAY 19 JUNE

Political
and Social
Change,
RSPacS, Sem, Tony Regan: Bougainville and the provincial autonomy/secession question. 11am, Sem
Rm C, Coombs Bldg. Inq x4790.
East Asian History and China Centre, RSPacS, Sem, Dr Geremie Barme. Terminal Turmoil: The Fictional World of Wang Shuo (Video
material will be shown). 11am, Rm
301, Asian Studies. Inq x3140.
Economics, RSPacS, Sem, Prof. A
Maki (Visiting Fellow): Savings Behaviour of the Japanese Household. 2pm, Sem Rm B. Inq x2188
Pacific & Southeast Asian History,
RSPacS, Sem, Professor Oskar
Spate. Thirty Years Since; Writing
the Spate Report on the Fijian People. 2-3.30pm, Sem Rm E, Coombs
Bldg. Inq x3106.
Demography, RSSS, Sem, Dr Lincoln Day. Departing from Resource-Intensive Lifestyles: Problems and Possibilities. 3.30pm, Sem
Rm A, Coombs Bldg. Inq x2309.

WEDNESDAY 20 JUNE
History of Ideas Program, Div of
Historical Studies, RSSS, Weekly
Sem, Professor David Gauthier
(Philosophy, Pittsburgh University) . Le promeneur solitaire: Autobiography and Social Theory in
Rousseau. 11am, Sem Rm A,
Coombs Bldg. Inq x3265.
Graduate Affaire Office, UPR,
Convocation Lecture: Dr Ben Selinger, 'The Greening of Technolo. 7pm, Huxley Theatre, CSC.
q Amanda x5004.

t

THURSDAY 21 JUNE
Philosophy, RSSS, Sem, Dr Peter
Menzies (ANU): Laws of Nature
and Modality. 1.45pm Sem Rm E,
Coombs Bldg. Inq x2345.
RSES, Sem, Professor Alan E Beck
(University of Western Ontaria).
Linearity is not always a thing of
beauty: Some problems in determining regional heat flow densities. 4pm, & m Rm, Jaeger Bldg.

MONDAY 25 JUNE
Division of Historical Studies,
RSSS, History of Universities Sem,
Joe Rich: Melbourne University
and its Community Around 1900.
11am, Sem Rm A, Coombs Bldg.
Inq X 2 3 4 7 / 2 3 5 4 .

Australia-Japan Research Centre,
PuhUc Sem, John McMillan (Visiting Fellow). Dango: Japan's pricefixing conspiracies. Sem Rm A,
Coombs Bldg. Inq x3315.

TUESDAY 26 JUNE
Philosophy, RSSS, Sem, Professor
Annette Baier (University of Pittsburgh) : Trust and Distrust of Moral Theories. 11am, Sem Rm D,
Coombs Bldg. Inq x2341.
Physical Sc Theoretical Chemistry,
RSC, Sem, Dr Ivan Reid (Paul
Scherrer Institute, Switzerland):
Big Machine Chemistry - Muon
and Muonium Spin Spectroscopy.
4pm, Rm 134, RSC. Inq x3732.

ANU Weekly Diary
For information about our wide
range of interesting activities,
ring our recorded message,
up-dated each Thursday.

Phone: (06)249 0742

DriU HaU GaUery
Changing exhibitions from
the ANU and the
Australian National Gallery
Kingsley Street, Acton

OpenWed-Sun, 12-5pm

MONDAY 18 JUNE

Division of Historical Studies,
RSSS, History of Universities Sem,
Nicholas Brown: Aspirations and
Constraints in Australian Universities in the 1950's. 11am, Sem Rm
A, Coombs Bldg. Inq x 2 3 4 7 / 2 3 5 4 .
Australia-Japan Research Centre,
Sem, Kiyohito Hanai (AJRC): Politico-economic purposes in the provision
of
Japanese
intergovernment grants.
12.30-2pm,
Sem Rm 4, Crawford Bldg.

Hire a Student
All types of casual and pMt-tiinc work
wanted, e.g.:
• GARDENING • CLEANING •
• TUTORING •
PARTY HELP . E T C
Reliable help at Reasonable Rates
ANU STUDENT E M P L O Y M E N T

249 3674
Continued on Page 7

